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Green Creation Landscaping Dubai provides top class service for all your swimming pool and landscaping needs in Dubai, UAE. We are
trusted by hundreds of customers across UAE since 2008. This has earned us the reputation of one of premier residential and commercial
landscaping companies in Dubai. As a full-service landscape company, we provide a one-stop shop for all areas of landscaping- including
design, installation, maintenance, lighting, construction, irrigation, stone walls, outdoor rooms, garden design, water features and
swimming pool for both residential and commercial clients in UAE. Green Creation Landscaping Dubai is dedicated to keep our customers
fully satisfied with the services we provide. Green Creation Landscaping Dubai offers a creative and personal bespoke landscaping service,
utilizing a range of budgets in UAE. No matter what type of service or design you are looking for, Green Creation Landscaping Dubai can
take care of every aspect of landscaping and swimming pool needs in Dubai.
Green Creation Landscaping Dubai is a team of professional people working together to meet our customers’ needs and expectations. We
provide the most extensive service program for all aspects of landscaping and swimming pool. We are determined to build strong and long
lasting relationships with all of our clients in UAE through outstanding customer service and quality workmanship.
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Our Vision:
Green Creation Landscaping Dubai's vision is to keep Dubai as beautiful as nature intended it to be. We work with you to help make your
landscape vision a reality.
Our Mission:
Green Creation Landscaping Dubai's mission is to deliver quality results of inherently high value to our UAE clients through landscaping
projects which are executed professionally from first contact with the client through completion. Our knowledge and experience combined
with our passion of service are what make us stand out from the rest of companies in Dubai.
Our Commitment:
Green Creation Landscaping Dubai is committed to the highest quality landscaping services in Dubai, UAE. We provide the most extensive
service program for all aspects of landscaping. We are determined to build strong and long lasting relationships with all of our clients in
UAE through outstanding customer service and quality workmanship.

OUR SERVICES










Soft Landscaping
Hard Landscaping
Swimming Pool
Irrigation

Lighting
Water Features
Pergola & Gazebo
Maintenance

SOFT & HARD LANDSCAPING
Landscaping in Dubai
Tired of dragging hoses? Dreaming of creating a secret garden or a new lawn? Whether it’s a new construction, a renovation, plantings,
new lawn, flowers, trees, plants or irrigation, Green Creation Landscaping Dubai offers a proven track record of quality landscape
installation. We work with our clients from the initial design to the completion of the project. Our staff is on site to ensure your landscape
is completed properly. If you are looking for a reliable and experienced landscape contractor or consultant in Dubai, then its Green
Creation Landscaping for sure.
Garden Landscaping
Green Creation Landscaping Dubai offers clients beautiful garden landscaping and expert garden maintenance services for all sizes of
gardens whether residential or commercial across Dubai, UAE. We work collaboratively with our UAE clients, listening to their needs, to
ensure that the garden design brief is clear and is interpreted correctly in the finished plan. Our aim is to reflect as closely as possible the
styling, decoration and colour palette of the client’s need so that there is a strong visual relationship between the inside and outside
spaces. We regularly work closely with architects and interior designers to ensure that this is achieved.
Landscape Services Include:



New Construction - Installation - Trees & Plants
Annual Mulching & Bed Care - Sod Color Changes

Hard Landscaping
Define your outdoor space and bring symmetry between the house and garden with hard elements. Give your landscape distinction with
pavers, stonescapes and outdoor structures. When designed with vision and style, hardscapes create functionality while beautifying the
architecture of your home into the outdoor environment.
Green Creation Landscaping Dubai hardscapes are works of art. Each unique design uses color, texture and dimension to bring one-of-akind elegance to the finished project. Our crews have hands-on experience installing concrete – stamped and colored, stonewalls, patios,
paved pathways, flagstone and boulders.
Hardscaping Services Include:







Stonescapes - Paver & Stone Work - Patios
Walkways - Retaining Walls - Stacked Stone Walls
Terraces - Pool Decks - Driveways
Concrete - Wood Decks - Arbors
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SWIMMING POOL
We design & build swimming pools in Dubai without compromise. We are specialists in residential and commercial swimming pool
construction, swimming pool maintenance, swimming pool repair and swimming pool servicing in Dubai. We offer turnkey solutions,
taking care of every single aspect of construction or we work as a sub-Contractor when required. We work closely with clients and
architects, discuss the pool concept, agree every detail of the project, and provide precise costs for all components. This approach ensures
that we deliver exactly what is required at the agreed budget. Every pool we build in Dubai receives the same individual care and attention
and is built to the very highest standard. Through our dedicated approach and technical expertise we are confident that we can offer you a
superior swimming pool construction and maintenance service throughout Dubai, UAE.
Swimming Pool Constrution in Dubai
Green Creation Landscaping Dubai is capable to carry out all the work with our sub-Contractors using quality construction methods and
superior construction materials, our skilled sub-contractor engineers can create excellent Swimming Pools, both commercial and
residential, that are supreme in beauty, quality and strength.
When we build your swimming pool, we consider carefully the environment in which the pool is to be built and, when construction begins,
we follow a strict developmental strategy. We are conversant with the rapid changes taking place with technological innovations, new
ideas and products being applied to swimming pools and their environment. Critically, we understand the need to meet new challenges of
energy conservation and low energy consumption on installations.
What is the environment telling you?. Consider the following:
Sun and shadow position during the day.
Location of existing trees, leaves and possible rooting systems.
Landscaping.
Pool safety.
Existing electrical cables.
Existing water pipes.
Existing sewerage lines.
Swimming Pool Repair / Maintenance in Dubai
Green Creation Landscaping Dubai understands it is not economical to drain and refill a swimming pool. If any repairs or maintenance
works are required beneath water level - such as tiling, grilles, moveable floor and boom systems - we can provide commercial divers to
carry out the works without any disruption. All of our divers are trained and qualified swimming pool engineers; they therefore have the
experience and knowledge to identify any problems and rectify them. We can confidently affirm that with our expert knowledge of
sanitization and swimming pool maintenance our clients will be left enjoying all the benefits of a clear and clean swimming pool all year
round.
Our regular pool care service lets you choose between weekly, fortnightly or monthly where we will:












Scoop leaves from water surface
Vacuum pool floor
Brush waterline tiles
Empty cleaner, skimmer and pump baskets
Test water for chlorine, pH, alkalinity levels
Conduct other tests as required
Adjust water level
Backwash filter
Clean salt chlorinators and injection points for liquid chlorinators
Check equipment to ensure it works correctly
Supply chemicals in the correct amounts

We supply parts and carry out quality repairs to all pool equipment including:










Pumps.
Cleaners.
Filters.
Solar and electrical heaters.
Chlorinators.
Pool covers and accessories.
Plumbing.
Pool Tile Repair.
Leak Detection.
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IRRIGATION
Dubai is situated in a desert and without a properly designed and functioning irrigation system most plants would not last more than a day
without water in peak summer. Our irrigation system provides adequate water based on plant water requirements. Water requirement
may vary depending on plant size, type, turf grass area and other environmental factors.
Green Creation Landscaping engineers will study each landscape project to assess the amount of water requirement and accordingly
design appropriate irrigation system for the project. Whether to be full automatic system, semi-automatic or other types. We have local
experience and exposure to the latest technologies has equipped Green Creation Landscaping with the knowledge to undertake all works
related to specialized irrigation designs such as site surveys, preparation of plans, irrigation concepts, detailed plans, installation details,
hydraulic calculations, bills of quantities and detailed specifications.
We design irrigation systems for all types of landscape projects, from villas to large public parks. Water conservation is the main criteria of
all Irrigation designs. And we used highest quality materials installed by trained professionals.

LIGHTING
Landscape Lighting can transform a property at night while highlighting special features- conversation areas, fountains, walkways and
more. Evening lighting is also essential for safety along paths and for all-season enjoyment of a garden.
Whatever your outdoor lighting desires are, Green Creation Landscaping Dubai can create something special for you. Our acclaimed
designers create nightscapes that enhance the natural beauty of your garden and highlight the beauty of your home. Whether it’s for
entertaining, relaxation or safety, extend the enjoyment of your landscape well into the evening with a well-designed, lovely nightscape.
The right landscape lighting allows you to derive the full benefits of your costly landscaping after the sun goes down. It also provides better
safety and security in Dubai.
Lighting Services Include:




Path, Spot and Area Lighting - Shadowing and Silhouetting.
Architectural and Plant Accenting - Up or Down Lighting.
Grazing and Moon Lighting - Safety and Security Illumination.

WATER FEATURES
Turn your backyard into a peaceful retreat with the soothing sound and movement of water. Whether it’s a waterfall, pond, stream,
fountain, colorful fish or water lilies, we can help you create a slice of paradise in your own backyard. Each water feature designed and
created by Green Creation Landscaping Dubai is a unique concept combining natural stone material and water plants. We integrate your
interests and desires with the beautiful accent of nature. These breathtaking displays of the natural environment provide years of
enjoyment from the relaxing sight and sound of moving water, beautiful fish and plants.
Water Feature Services include:
Ponds - Waterfalls.
Streams - Fountains.
Illumination - Selection of aquatic plants and fish.

PERGOLA & GAZEBO
Extend your living area from indoors to outdoors with an outdoor room. It could be one of the best investments you will ever make. For
those with small spaces, an outdoor room might mean adding a little shady oasis, pergola or gazebo. For others it might mean creating a
fire pit, gourmet outdoor kitchen, cabana or bridge. More than just a patio or deck, outdoor additions can become a favorite gathering
spot for family and friends. Whatever you imagine, Green Creation Landscaping can create it.
Outdoor Room Services include:



Outdoor Kitchens - Pergolas and Trellises - Outdoor Fireplaces
Outdoor Dining Rooms - Gazebos – Bridges

MAINTENANCE
Proper maintenance of every garden commercial or residential especially the newly made landscape is important for the success and
healthy growth of garden plants. Young plants are very delicate and can be attacked by various insects or diseases. Therefore, they should
be looked after properly, sprayed adequately and given fertilizers and other nutritional requirements when needed. Trees and shrubs also
should be pruned and grass must be mowed on time, as well as being raked or aerated once or twice per year. Irrigation system also
should be checked, sprinkles and drippers must be cleaned to give uniform and adequate watering where needed. All these services are
well taken care by Green Creation Landscaping professional maintenance team in every project.
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